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Abstract. Training neural networks for semantic segmentation is data
hungry. Meanwhile annotating a large number of pixel-level segmentation masks needs enormous human eﬀort. In this paper, we propose a
framework with only image-level supervision. It uniﬁes semantic segmentation and object localization with important proposal aggregation and
selection modules. They greatly reduce the notorious error accumulation problem that commonly arises in weakly supervised learning. Our
proposed training algorithm progressively improves segmentation performance with augmented feedback in iterations. Our method achieves
decent results on the PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation data, outperforming previous image-level supervised methods by a large margin.
Keywords: Weakly supervised learning · Semantic segmentation
Image-level supervision · Proposal aggregation
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Introduction

Great improvement was made for semantic segmentation [1–6] based on deep
convolutional neural networks (DCNNs). The success largely depends on the
amount of training data with accurate pixel-level supervision [7–9]. It is well
known in this community that collecting accurate annotation in a large quantity
is very labor intensive. In our experience, to label a good-quality segmentation
map from one image with resolution 400 × 600, 5–8 min are needed even for an
experienced user. It seriously hinders producing a very large set of training data
with full labels.
Compared to labor-costly annotation for each pixel, image-level annotation
only gives each image several object labels. It is probably the simplest supervision
for segmentation, since each image only needs seconds of manual work regardless
of its resolution. Compared to the traditional way for segment labeling, imagelevel supervision can easily scale training data up for hundreds or thousands of
times with the same amount of total manual work. This motivates us to conduct
research on this topic.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of MIL prediction. (a) and (d) are the original images. (b) and (e)
are the corresponding segmentation ground-truth. (c) and (f) are the corresponding
MIL prediction [11]. They are coarse where localization accuracy is not high.

Previous CNN-based image-label supervised segmentation approaches [10–
14] can be coarsely cast into two categories. The ﬁrst line utilizes multiple
instance learning (MIL) to directly predict pixel labels [10,11,13,14]. Under this
setting, each image is viewed as a bag of superpixels/pixels. It is positive when
at least one superpixel/pixel is positive. The bag-level image prediction is aggregated by the latent variables, i.e., superpixel/pixel prediction. Since there is no
direct pixel-wise supervision from low-level clues during training, this strategy
is vulnerable to location variation of objects. One example is shown in Fig. 1,
where (c) and (f) are prediction results. Also, MIL heavily relies on good initialization [15–17].
Another stream [12] is based on Expectation-Maximization (EM). It iterates
between generating temporary segmentation masks and learning with interim
supervision. These methods beneﬁt from pixel-level supervision; but errors easily
accumulate in iterations.
In this paper, we propose a learning framework that enjoys the beneﬁt from
interim pixel-wise supervision. Meanwhile, it suppresses error accumulation in
iterations. Instead of obtaining pixel labels solely from previous-round segmentation prediction [12], we introduce an object localization branch to assist supervision generation. This localization branch functions as an object detector, which
classiﬁes region proposals to adjust output from the segmentation branch. After
localizing the objects, proposals are combined to form a segmentation mask,
which also improves segmentation in the other branch.
Our segmentation and localization modules form augmented feedback in the
uniﬁed training procedure. Prediction of segmentation can help select conﬁdent
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object proposals to supervise training of localization. The result of localization
also supplements segmentation to pull results out of local optima. Although in
the beginning, masks are very coarse and localization information is not accurate, they are quickly improved with our iterative training procedure. Our main
contribution lies in the following folds.
– We propose a new framework for semantic segmentation under image-level
supervision, which infers localization and segmentation information.
– We develop an aggregation procedure to generate segmentation masks on top
of interim object proposals.
– An eﬀective training method was adopted to make our segmentation and localization beneﬁt from each other with augmented feedback.
– Our method outperforms previous work under similar image-level supervision
by a large margin on PASCAL VOC 2012 data.

2
2.1

Related Work
Strongly Supervised Semantic Segmentation

DCNNs have greatly boosted the performance of semantic segmentation [1,4,
5,18–20] in the strong supervision setting. The methods fall into two broad
categories. One utilizes DCNNs to classify object proposals [4,5,18,20]. The
other class adopts fully convolutional networks [1] to make dense prediction.
CRF models are applied as post-processing [2] or inside the network to reﬁne
prediction [3,19].
Weakly Supervised Semantic Segmentation. Semantic segmentation
under weak supervision is practical due to the heavy burden of annotating pixelwise ground truth. Various forms were proposed [6,12,21]. In [6,12], bounding
boxes are used in annotation. Papandreou et al. [12] estimated segmentation with
the CRF [22] model. Dai et al. [6] transferred segmentation mask estimation to
a proposal selection problem, which achieves good performance. Russakovsky
et al. [21] utilized instance points as supervision. To further facilitate annotation, Lin et al. [23] used scribbles, which are more natural for human to draw
especially for irregular object shapes. Bounding boxes, points and scribbles are
diﬀerent ways to simplify supervision for users to quickly manipulate images.
Without requiring to draw anything in images, image-level labels were used
with multiple instance learning (MIL) [10,11,13,14,24]. Each image is viewed as
a bag of pixels (or superpixels). Prediction is taken as latent variables while the
image result is accomplished by aggregation. The MIL methods generate coarse
prediction because the algorithms generally do not use low-level cues.
Papandreou et al. [12] adopted an Expectation-Maximization (EM) approach
for image-level supervision. It iterates between segment mask generation and
neural network training. Wei et al. [25] used the self-paced learning strategy,
initially trained with saliency maps of simple images. It progressively includes
more diﬃcult examples. The results update according to output of previous
iterations.
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Fig. 2. Overview of our framework with four parts. Part (a) is the fully convolutional
segmentation network. Part (b) is the object localization network. Part (c) is the proposal aggregation module. It aggregates the proposal localization result for segmentation training. Part (d) is the proposal selection module. It selects positive and negative
proposals for training of the object localization branch. Our network is updated iteratively. In part (d), the green and red bounding boxes mark positive and negative
samples. (Color ﬁgure online)

Weakly Supervised Localization. Weakly supervised localization uses
image-level labels to train detection or localization, which is also related to our
task. Part of prior work uses multiple instance learning (MIL) [16,17,26–28]. If an
image is positively labeled, at least one region is positive. Contrarily, the image
is negative if all regions are negative. The learning process alternates between
selecting regions corresponding to the object and estimating the object model.
The algorithm relies on the learned model for object region selection. This kind
of dependency makes algorithms sensitive to initialization quality [27]. Our localization branch diﬀers from these approaches fundamentally. Our region selection
procedure is guided by the segmentation branch, which can eﬀectively correct
errors of localization.

3

Our Architecture with Augmented Feedback

Our architecture for weakly-supervised semantic segmentation is illustrated
in Fig. 2. It has four main components. Brieﬂy, semantic segmentation and
object localization are linked by the aggregation and proposal selection components. The two branches provide augmented feedback to each other to correct
errors progressively during training. It is distinct from previous EM/MIL frameworks [12] that only take feedback from the network itself in past iterations.
More speciﬁcally, our segmentation branch predicts pixel-wise labels. The
per-category scores are clustered into foreground and background as shown
in (a). This piece of information is then combined with previous-round object
localization prediction to select corresponding positive and negative object proposals for current iteration supervision, as shown in (d). Major errors can be
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quickly spotted and removed with this type of augmented feedback. Intriguingly,
object localization ﬁnds objects by classifying proposals. Through aggregation
shown in (c), it can tell to an extend whether current segmentation is reasonable or not. This strategy makes it possible to improve segmentation quality by
estimating good reference maps. In what follows, we explain these modules and
verify their necessity and eﬀectiveness.
3.1

Semantic Segmentation

We adopt a fully convolutional network for the segmentation part [1,2] corresponding to component (a) in our architecture shown in Fig. 2. This part takes
an image as input, and generates a per-class score map through down- and upsampling, denoted as {sc |c = 0, 1, 2, ...C}. Where C is the number of categories
and class 0 corresponds to background. Each sc is with the same size of the
image. Since this part is almost standard and does not form our main contribution, we refer readers to previous papers [1,2] for more details.
3.2

Object Localization

We resort to bottom-up object proposal generation [29–31] to obtain a set of
mask candidates initially. Object localization are obtained with VGG16 [32].
They turn object localization to the task of proposal classiﬁcation by predicting
semantic probability of a proposal belonging to a class. We adopt the sigmoid
cross-entropy loss to predict each class. This process is also common now. Each
proposal is with a score {pc |c = 1, 2, ..., C} where C is the number of categories.

4

Important Proposal Aggregation and Sample Selection

As aforesaid, our major contribution includes proposal aggregation and selection modules. They provide eﬀective augmented feedback to improve semantic
segmentation with only image-level labels.
4.1

Proposal Aggregation

Prediction of localization is inevitably erroneous in the beginning of training.
As shown in Fig. 3(c)–(e), birds are mostly mislabeled even with high-conﬁdence
localization estimates. This problem is prevalent in weakly supervised localization. Note the results shown in (c)–(e) could signiﬁcantly degrade learning
performance, making parameters stuck at mistaken points.
Our aggregation process is operated independently for each class c. First, we
keep useful proposals with proposal score pc larger than 0.5. For every pixel i in
the image, its aggregation score ai is calculated as sum of all proposal scores pcj ,

i.e., ai = j pcj where proposals j cover this pixel. If pixel i is not within any
proposal, ai = 0.
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Fig. 3. Low-level vision cues to update localization scores. (a) Input image. (c)–(e) Top3 scored proposals for “bird” and their masks generated by MCG [30]. (f) Aggregation
map. (g) Clusters by K-means. Since medium-score pixels are ambiguous, we apply
graph cuts to determine a partitioning map, which considers image structures. The
result is shown in (h).

The resulting aggregation score map is denoted as S0 as illustrated in
Fig. 3(f). It is not accurate initially. To combine information from the two
branches, S0 is then fused with previous-round segmentation score map sc by
element-wise score multiplication. The resulting map is denoted as S.
We group S into three clusters with respect to the high, medium, and low
scores. They indicate highly-conﬁdence object, ambiguous, and high-conﬁdence
background pixels. The image is accordingly partitioned into three clusters by
K-means (Fig. 3(g)). Top and bottom-score pixels are regarded as object and
background seeds. Finally, we use GrabCut [33] to partition ambiguous pixels in
(g) into objects and background considering image edges. This step makes use of
low-level vision cues. In the ﬁrst pass, the cut result, as shown in Fig. 3(h), is still
noisy because of highly inaccurate localization. We will explain in Sect. 5.1 and
show in Fig. 5 that it becomes much more reasonable with iteratively improved
localization and segmentation with augmented feedback in our framework.
With the above procedure, multiple objects map are generated separately
regarding each class. Our ﬁnal segmentation map is constructed by only assigning
each pixel the class with the highest score in S.
4.2

Positive and Negative Sample Selection

To train the localization branch, we need to generate positive and negative samples. These samples are collected by a new strategy by combining segmentation
and localization results produced in previous round. Since there are already
scores sc output from the segmentation branch, we collect and group pixels by
applying K-means again with cluster number 2. Only the pixels with larger scores
are kept. In image space, there can be multiple regions formed for the remaining pixels as shown in Fig. 4(d), corresponding to diﬀerent objects. We consider
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(a) Input

(b) Score Map

(c) K-means
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Fig. 4. Proposal selection. (b) Segmentation score map. (c) Clusters by scores.
(d) Conﬁdent regions. (e) Selected positive proposal mask.

Algorithm 1. Positive and Negative Sample Selection
Input:
Segmentation score maps {sc |c = 1, 2, ...C} where C is the number of classes;
Proposal scores {pcj |j = 1, 2, ...J, c = 1, 2, ..., C} where J is the number of proposals;
IoU thresholds γ1 and γ2 , where γ1 > γ2 for selecting samples;
Proposal score thresholds η1 and η2 where η1 > η2 .
Procedure:
1: for c ∈ [1, C] do
2:
if Image does not contain object in class c then
3:
Continue.
4:
end if
5:
Cluster segmentation score map sc into R1 and R2 for conﬁdent and ambiguous
regions respectively.
6:
for j ∈ [1, J] do
7:
Calculate IoU values between the mask of proposal j and all regions in R1 .
8:
Label proposal as positive if its highest IoU > γ1 and pcj > η1 .
9:
Label proposal as hard negative if the highest IoU ≤ γ2 and pcj > η1 .
10:
Label proposal as negative if its highest IoU ≤ γ2 and pcj ≤ η2 .
11:
end for
12: end for
Output: positive, negative and hard negative samples.

their intersection-over-union (IoU) score with the proposal masks. A large score
indicates good chance to be an object.
To reduce the inﬂuence of incorrect prediction from current segmentation,
we consider previous-round proposal score pcj for each proposal j to perform
positive and negative sample selection. We assign a positive label to proposal j
when the IoU overlap with any above mentioned conﬁdent segmentation region
is higher than a threshold γ1 and its current proposal score pcj is higher than
a threshold η1 . We assign it a negative label contrarily when the IoU overlap
is lower than a threshold γ2 with any conﬁdent segment region and either of
the following conditions is satisﬁed: (1) its previous-pass proposal score pcj is
lower than η2 ; (2) its previous-pass proposal score is higher than η1 . And the
latter are regarded as hard negatives. The selection procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 1.
To train the localization branch, positive and negative samples are used.
Proposals neither positive nor negative are omitted accordingly. Since positive
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Algorithm 2. Our Complete Network System with Augmented Feedback
Input:
Input image set; proposal set; maximum iteration number T ;
Procedure:
1: Initialize the proposal score with the classiﬁcation network [32, 35];
2: for i ∈ [1, T ] do
3:
Aggregate proposals to generate segmentation masks (described in Sect. 4.1);
4:
Train semantic segmentation branch;
5:
Select positive and negative samples (described in Sect. 4.2);
6:
Train object localization branch;
7:
Re-localize object proposals using the trained localization branch;
8: end for
Output: Semantic segmentation model.

samples are generally much less than negative ones, to balance the learning
process, we adopt a random sampling strategy. For each batch, we randomly
sample negatives to make the numbers of positive and negative samples around
1 : 3 [34]. Hard negative samples provided in Algorithm 1 are with the highest
priority to be kept for training. Speciﬁcally, when sampling negative training
data, we ﬁrst consider the hard negatives. If their total number is not large
enough for ﬁnal ratio 1 : 3, we include other negative ones.
4.3

Training Algorithm

We adopt an iterative optimization scheme. The training procedure begins with
classifying proposals using the network of [35]. In each pass, we train the segmentation branch with supervision of the segmentation mask produced in previous
round. The available prediction scores of both branches are used to select positive and negative samples, which was described in Sect. 4.2. Then we train the
object localization branch, which are followed by re-localizing object proposals.
Finally, we aggregate the re-localized object proposals using the method presented in Sect. 4.1, generating semantic segmentation masks. These steps iterate
in a few passes until no obvious change on results can be observed. The process
is summarized in Algorithm 2.

5

Experiments

Our method is evaluated on the PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation benchmark
dataset [7]. This dataset has 20 object categories and 1,464 images for training.
Following the procedure of [2,6,12] to increase image variety, the training data
is augmented to 10,582 images. In our experiments, we only use image-level
labels. The result is evaluated on the PASCAL VOC validation and test sets,
which contain 1,449 and 1,456 images respectively. The performance is evaluated
regarding Intersection over union (IoU). We adopt Deeplab-largeFOV [2] as the
baseline network. 100 held-out random validation images are used for crossvalidation to set hyper-parameters.
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Training Strategy

The network is trained as shown in Algorithm 2. Our optimization alternates
between semantic segmentation and object localization training. We use the
Caﬀe framework [36]. Parameters of the segmentation branch are initialized with
the model provided in [2,12]. In the training phase, a min-batch size of 8 images
is adopted and 321 × 321 image patches are randomly cropped following the
procedure of [2,12] as the network input. The initial learning rate is 0.001. It is
divided by 10 after every 2 epochs. Training terminates after 8,000 iterations.
The localization branch is initialized with VGG16 [32,35]. For its training, 30
proposals randomly sampled from one image with positive-negative ratio 1 : 3
form a mini-batch. They are all resized to resolution 224 × 224. The initial
learning rate is 0.0001. It is divided by 10 for every epoch. Training terminates
after 15,000 iterations. Momentum and weight decay are set to 0.9 and 0.0005
for both branches.

(a) Input

(b) Ground Truth

(c) Round 1

(d) Round 2

(e) Round 3

Fig. 5. Training masks in iterations. With our augmented feedback, the estimated
segmentation mask gets improved. The ﬁrst-row example corresponds to that in Fig. 4,
which shows how the segmentation estimate is updated in iterations.
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Table 1. Comparison with our baseline model. Results are evaluated on the PASCAL
VOC 2012 segmentation validation dataset. Results from diﬀerent iterations are listed.

Methods

Mean IoU %

WSSL [12]

35.60

Classiﬁcation network baseline 38.63
Ours (Round 1)

47.40

Ours (Round 2)

48.12

Ours (Round 3)

50.41

Table 2. Results on PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation validation dataset.
Methods

mAP%@0.5

Classiﬁcation-net baseline [35]

5.2

5.71

RMI [26]

12.02

Single-branch baseline

16.75

Ours

28.25

Evaluation of the Two-Branch Framework

We use the classiﬁcation network ﬁnely tuned on VOC 2012 dataset [35] to
predict scores of object proposals and aggregate the result to generate the ﬁrstiteration segmentation mask, which is our training baseline. Then our training
procedure proceeds as depicted in Algorithm 2. In each iteration, the estimated
masks get more accurate as shown in Fig. 5. This process beneﬁts from object
localization with our proposal aggregation module. The performance on the VOC
2012 validation set of the iterative training procedure is summarized in Table 1.
More than 11 % performance improvement is yielded using our learning procedure. Compared with WSSL [12], which uses the trained semantic segmentation model to perform next-round segmentation mask estimation, our method
outperforms it with about 15 % higher mean IoU. The intuitive explanation is
that positive feedback is much augmented with our proposal aggregation and
selection strategies in iterations. The statistics manifest that our method does
not easily accumulate errors in iterations.
5.3

Evaluation of the Localization Branch

We evaluate localization performance in terms of bounding box mAP (mean average precision) [7] on the PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation validation set with
IoU threshold 0.5. The object proposals are obtained from the MCG [30] method.
The initial classiﬁcation network [35] serves as our baseline. We also compare
with weakly-supervised object localization method RMI [26] and our own constructed single-model baseline that uses only the object localization branch to
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Table 3. Results evaluated on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set. * denotes utilizing
CRF [22] in the testing phase as post processing.
Proposal generation methods Mean IoU%
SS

46.98

SS*

51.62

MCG

50.41

MCG*

54.34

perform positive and negative sample selection. To compare with RMI [26], we
extract the VGG16 [32] fc7 feature and conduct SVM classiﬁcation following
the procedure of [26]. The performance is summarized in Table 2.
Our method outperforms the baseline classiﬁcation network by a large margin, which shows the eﬀectiveness of our method in terms of localization with the
iterative update. Compared to RMI [26] and our own single-branch baseline, the
two-branch architecture iteratively and stably provides more and more accurate
samples especially in later passes with the eﬀective selection procedure.
5.4

Using Diﬀerent Object Proposal Generation Strategies

We compare diﬀerent object proposal generation strategies, including selective
search (SS) [29] and MCG [30] for our framework. Segmentation performance
with these strategies is listed in Table 3. MCG [30] achieves higher accuracy when
training the semantic segmentation module. This is because the segmentation
quality of MCG is higher than selective search while our estimated semantic mask
is aggregated from the proposal mask where a high-quality contour would be
helpful. We note, during testing, our method does not rely on object proposals. So
the higher accuracy of MCG makes our network beneﬁt from better segmentation
mask. When CRF [22] is applied in post-processing in the segmentation testing
phase, the performance diﬀerence reduced to 2 %.
Visual quality of the four strategies is compared in Fig. 6. Using MCG proposal masks, the learned network predicts semantic segmentation results with
reasonable contours. With CRF, the object contour becomes even clearer.
5.5

Comparison Regarding Diﬀerent Weak Annotation Strategies

We compare with other weakly-supervised methods using diﬀerent ways of annotation. The results are listed in Table 4. This is to demonstrate the performance
gap among strategies using image-level annotation and other strategies with
more information for supervision. The comparison with that of [10] is not that
fair because the network deployed in this method uses the overfeat [37] architecture. Moreover, This method uses 700k images to train the network, while all
others take only 10k images.
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(a) Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) MCG

(d) MCG+CRF

(e) SS

(f) SS+CRF
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Fig. 6. Results of using diﬀerent proposal generation methods. (c) and (e) are results
using the MCG and selective search proposal masks respectively. (d) and (f) are the
corresponding results incorporating CRF [22] post-processing in the testing phase.

Except for [10], all other networks are built on top of VGG-16 [32]. Our
method outperforms all other image-level weak supervision methods [10,11,27]
with more than 10 % mean IoU diﬀerence. Our method even performs better than the method with point supervision, which needs extra point annotation. Compared with the box supervised methods [6,11] and scribble supervised
method [23], our method degrades gracefully with regard to the annotation eﬀort
needed for getting bounding boxes or scribbles. Nevertheless, image level labels
are the easiest to obtain without any image touch-up.
5.6

More Comparison Regarding Image-Level Supervision

We provide more comparison with other image-level weakly-supervised semantic segmentation solutions. Performance was evaluated on the PASCAL VOC
2012 test set. Results are listed in Table 5. WSSL [12] and MIL-FCN [11] are
built on VGG16 [32]. Our method performs better by a large margin of 15 %,
which shows the eﬀectiveness of utilizing object localization to provide extra
information during training.
Our method does not have the issues of the EM based method [12] since we
utilize two branches to get extra supervision for next round optimization. Our
process can be fairly eﬀective by enjoying possible pixel-level information. Our
method behaves on par with the transferable learning method [39], which uses
60k images with pixel-level annotation to learn the transferable knowledge. We
show our result on Pascal VOC 2012 validation set in Fig. 7. The ﬁgure shows
that our network can well capture the shape of objects. By using CRF [22] in
the testing phase, more details along boundaries are revealed.
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Table 4. Comparison of weakly-supervised semantic segmentation methods using different ways for annotation on the PASCAL VOC 2012 validation dataset. * denotes
CRF [22] applied in post-processing.
Methods

Annotation Mean IoU%

MIL-FCN [27]

Image level 25.1

MIL-sppxl [10]

Image level 38.6

MIL-obj [10]

Image level 37.8

MIL-seg [10]

Image level 42.0

WSSL* [11]

Image level 38.2

Point supervision [21]

Spot

46.1

BoxSup* [6]

Bx

62.0

WSSL* [11]

Box

60.6

Scribblesup* w/o pairwise terms [23] Scribbles

60.5

Scribblesup* w/ pairwise terms [23]

63.1

Scribbles

Ours+ss

Image level 46.98

Ours+mcg

Image level 50.41

Ours+ss*

Image level 52.62

Ours+mcg*

Image level 54.34

Table 5. Comparison with state-of-the-art weakly supervised methods on the PASCAL
VOC 2012 test set. * denotes CRF [22] used in post-processing in the testing phase.
Methods

Annotation

Mean IoU%

MIL-sppxl [10]

Image level 700k

35.8

MIL-obj [10]

Image level 700k

37.0

MIL-seg [10]

Image level 700k

40.6

MIL-FCN [11]

Image level 10k

24.9

WSSL* [12]

Image level 10k

39.6

CCNN [14]

Image level 10k

35.6

CCNN+size [14]

Image level 10k+size

43.3

CCNN+size* [14] Image level 10k +size

45.1

SN B [38]

Image level 10k

43.2

STC* [25]

Image level 60k

51.2

TransferNet [39]

Image level 10k +pixel level 60k 51.2

Ours+ss

Image level 10k

47.8

Ours+mcg

Image level 10k

50.6

Ours+ss*

Image level 10k

52.7

Ours+mcg*

Image level 10k

55.5
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(b) Ground Truth (c) Network Outputs (d) Network + CRF

Fig. 7. Our network result is the output from the semantic segmentation branch upsampled to the original image resolution. Network+CRF means utilizing CRF [22] in
post processing.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed a weakly supervised method for semantic segmentation under
image-level supervision. Our method includes the semantic segmentation and
object localization branches in a uniﬁed framework, in which the two branches
proﬁt each other. With our designed object proposal aggregation and proposal
selection modules, the positive feedback from the two branches can be augmented. Such augmented positive feedback greatly improve the image level
weakly supervised semantic segmentation task. As a byproduct, object localization performance gets also improved. In future work, we will exploit the framework for other weakly supervised learning tasks, e.g. simultaneous segmentation
and detection [18], and extend our method to the semi-supervised setting. Further, since our annotation is economical, scaling our segmentation method up to
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include thousands of object categories is also a target to pursue. Finally, we
plan to extend our framework to handle more challenging context segmentation
(scene parsing) tasks which include both objects and stuﬀ.
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